INTROI)1JC'11ON
Wave-particle interactions play crucial roles in many phenomena occurring in the laboratory (Gill, 1981) andinspace plasmas ( Gary, 1992) . In laboratory plasmas, wave-patlicle interactions comc into play in several important applications like beat-wave acceleration, plasma heating using radio waves at ion and electron cyclotron frequencies, transport losses due to eclge turbulence, etc. ]n space plasmas, wave-pwlicle interactions arc thought to bc important for the formation of the magnetopause boundary layer, generation of outer zone chorus and plasmaspheric hiss emissions, precipitation of patlicles causing auroras, etc. Further, low-frequency waves can interact with charged particles over long spatial scale lengths ancl within the magnetosphere can transport energy from onc region to another. For example, the interaction of ion cyclotron ancl whistler moclc waves with Van Allen belt particles can scatter energetic protons and electrons into the loss cone, and thus lead to the ring-current decay within a magnetic storm recovery phase: Similarly, pitch angle scattering resulting from cyclotron resonance between an outer zone whistler mode chorus and 10-to 100-keV trapped substorm electrons can lead to the loss of electrons by precipitation.
These precipitating electrons cause ionospheric phenomenon such as diffuse aurorae, enhancecl ionization in the ionospheric D and E regions, and bremsstrahlung X-rays.
In space, plasmas, the collision time between charged particles is generally very long compared to the characteristic time scales of the system, namely the inverse of the plasma frequency or cyclotron frequencies, etc., and therefore the plasma can be treated as collisionless. l'his would imply that there is virtually no dissipation in space plasmas, as pa[licle-particle collisions are infrequent. This statement is correct provided there are no wave-particle interactions.
The presence of waves can introduce finite dissipation in a collisionless plasma. Charged particles are scattered by the wave fields, and the particles' momenta and energies change through this process. The interaction between a wave and a ch:irged particle become strong when the streaming . velocity of the particle is such that the palliclc sees the Doppler-shifted wave frequency at its cyclotron frequency or its harmonics. This is the so-called cyclotron resonance interaction between the waves and particles. The special case of the Doppler-shifted wave frequency being zero (i.e., zero harmonics of the cyclotron frequency) corresponds to the well known Landau resonance. Landau (1946) showed that plasma waves in unmagnetized collisionless plasmas suffer damping due to wave-pzulicle interactions, or "Landau damping". The physical mechanism of Lanclau damping can be understood as follows: at I.andau resonance, the particles do not see a rapidly fluctuating electric field of the wave, and hence can interact strongly with the wave. Those particles having velocities slightly less (greater) than the phase velocity of the wave are accelerated (dcceleratecl) by the wave electric field to move with the wave phase velocity. ']'bus, the group of particles moving slightly slower (faster) than the phase velocity gain energy from (lose energy to) the wave. In a collisionless plasma characterized by a Maxwcllian distribution function, the number of slower particles (in any interval around the phase velocity) are more than the number of faster particles, as shown in Figure 1a . Thcmforc, energy gained from the waves by slower particles is more than the energy given to the waves by faster particles, thus leading to net clamping of the waves. Consequently, Landau damping provides dissipation for a collisicmlcss plasma. ]n a non-Maxwellian plasma, for example a beam-plasma system, one can create a situation where in a given velocity interval around the phase velocity of the wave, there are more faster particles than slower particles. Such a case is shown in Figure 1 b. This situation corresponds to inverse I.andau damping or plasma (Chercnkov) instability, as the waves grow by gaining energy from the particles. For this situation wc say that there is "free energy" available for wave growth.
Similarly, the cyclotron resonant interactions between the waves and the patlicles give rise to a damping or instability phenomenon which is akin to Landau damping or instability [Stix, 1962] .
Space plasmas are magnetized and can support a variety of plasma waves. The resonant interaction between electromagnetic waves and particles has been studied in detail [Kennel and Petschek, 1966, Lyons and Williams, 1984] . The interacting patliclcs undergo pitch angle diffusion which . causes them to be precipitated in the atmospheric loss-cone or energy diffusion which results in a harder spectrum for the trapped particles.
In the review, we have tried to explain some fundamental concepts of wave-particle interactions invo]vhg electromagnetic waves. The Lorcntz force plays a crucial role in the resonant interactions between electromagnetic waves and particles. Analytical expressions for pitch angle diffusion due to resonant wave-pa~licle interactions arc derived. We assunle that the electron plasma frequencỹ~P e = ~4rNq2 / 111 -is greater than the electron cyclotron frequency, C1 -, where N is the electron number density and m-is the electron mass.
BASIC CONCEPTS Equation 1 ) is the Lorentz force in
moving with velocity ~ across a cent i meter-gram-second (cgs) units. A particle wjth charge q magnetic field of strength ~. experiences a force, the well known L,orentz force, ~1,, which is orthogonal to both ~ and ~0,
where c is the speed of light. Fjgure 2 illustrates this situation for a positively charged pa~liclc (e.g., a proton) moving exactly perpendicular to a uniform magnetic field, E,,. Since in a uniform field, the Lorentz force can change only the direction of the particle's velocity vector ~' perpendicular to B{,, the charged palliclc wjll exhibit a circuk{r motion about the magnetic field EC). The radius of this orbit r, known as the particle gyroradius can be calculated by balancing the magnitude of the Lorentz force F,, = (qVJ BO/cj with the centrifugal force mVJ '/r, where m is the mass of the particle.
u Equating these two forces and solving for r, one gets r = nlV,c/qBo. Further, the angular frequency of motion do/dt = Vi/r is equal to q BO/nlc, the cyclotron (or Larmor) frequency, ~1, of the charged particle. Figure 3 illustrates the concept of a particle pitch angle. For this pallicular example, wc assume the particle charge is positive (positive ion). ln a uniform magnetic fielcl, the angle that the instantaneous particle velocity makes relative to the magnetic field vector is constant and is called the pitch angle. The particle velocity vector can be broken down into two orthogonal components, one parallel to B., V,], and the other perpendicular to fit,, ~1 , such that
where h=B() IBO. The pitch angle, a, of the particle is defined as ct = sin"l(V1/V) as shown in Since there arc no forces cxcrtecl on the patliclc in the parallel direction in a uniform ~c), the patlicle moves unimpeded with a constant velocity Vjl along E.. There is a cyclotron motion associated with the ~;l velocity component as shown above. Although the direction changes, the magnitude of ~J remains unchanged. Thus, the pitch angle, U, will bc constant in a uniform ~c).
A positively charged particle thus moves in a left-hand spiral motion along the magnetic field, This handedness is important for resonant interactions, as we will illustrate later. Positive ions gyrate in a left-hand sense relative to ~c), indcpcndcnt of whether they are moving along ~{) or antipardlcl to B., The central field line about which the particle gyrates ]n Figure 3 , is called its guiding center. If the field oscillates slowly, the particle will follow accordingly.
Because electrons ancl negative ions have negative charge, the ~ x B Lorcntz force is oppositely directed to that of positively charged ions. Thus, electrons and negative ions gyrate about the magnetic field in a right-hand corkscrew sense, opposite to that shown in Figure 3 .
If there is a strong magnetic field gradient, the particles can bc "mirrored", or reversed in direction by the Lorentz force. We show a particle at its mirror point in Figure 4 to illustrate this as a consequence of propagation in a non-uniform magnetic field. Although the Figure indicates a one dimensional gradient with a positive sense, i.e., the gradient of IBI increasing to the right at the mirror point, the reader should imagine this to be a two-dimensional gradient where similar field line convergence occurs into and out of the paper as well. At the moment in time when the patlicle is being mirrored, VI, = O, and t; = Vl, i.e., all of its velocity is in the perpcndicu]at' (to the field)
plane. Due to the convergence of the magnetic field lines, the Lorentz force has a component toward the left, i.e., opposite to the mirror point, leading to particle acceleration in a direction opposite to the gradient, and thus "reflection".
Since the Lorentz force operates in a direction orthogonal to the velocity vector, there is no work done. The total energy of the particle remains constant. Squaring equations (2) and multiplying by 1/2 m, we get:
where ~1 and El are the parallel and perpendicular kinetic energies of the charged particle. For a patlicle moving from left to right in a constant magnetic field, ~, and El are each constant values.
However, for a particle moving from left to right in a magnetic field gradient, as shown in Figure   4 , El, decreases as EJ increases, keeping IiI constant. The mirror point is reached when E, = E.l.
The panicle then starts to move to the left with El, increasing (and El decreasing).
A magnetic "bottle" is depicted at the top of Figure 5 . The magnetic field lines (flLlx) is pinched at two ends and expanded in the center. It has a positive gradient on the right (as one goes from left to right) and a negative gradient on the left, As a consequence, the Lorentz, force at both mirror points is directed towards the center, i.e., away from both right and left mirror points. Particles with large pitch angles arc "trapped" by the two mirror points and will bounce back and forth between them. However, patlicles that have 0° pitch angles or angles close to 0° will mirror at only extremely high field strengths and may escape out the ends of the "bottle".
If one bends the lines of force, to a shape of a dipole field ( Figure 5 , bottom), wc have the general shape of planetaty magnetosphcric fields. Particle radiation, sLtch as the Van Allen radiation belts, are trapped on these field lines (Van Allen, 1991). The particles gyrate about the magnetic fields and also bounce back and forth between their mirror points. The particles also undergo a drift in the azimuthal direction around the Earth in the equatorial region due to the curvature and magnetic field gradients in the radial direction (this drift is not shown). Because the sense of drift is dependent on the sign of the charge on the particle, protons and electrons drift in opposite directions. These different drifts comprises a "ring of current" (ring-current) which intensifies during magnetic storms (due to injection and encrgiz,ation of ring-current particles). The injection of plasma causes decreases in the magnetic fielcl measured at the Eallh's surface near the equator. This is called the storm main phase. The loss of these particles through wave-particle interactions and other processes (see Kozyra et al., 1997) leads to a decrease in the ring current and an increase in the field at the equator. This is called the storm recovery phase. It has been shown by Dcssler and Parker (1959) ancl Sckopke (1966) that the l"nagnitude of the field decrease in the main phase is directly related to the total energy of particles in the ring current.
How one gets energetic (energies -MeVs) particles on these trapped orbits is another problem. It is commonly believed that the neutrons producccl during the interaction of cosmic ray particles with upper atmosphere atoms and nlolecLIlcs decay into protons and electrons within the magnetosphere thus populating the belts. These are called CRAND (cosmic ray albedo neutron decay) particles.
Interaction of whistler waves with the energetic electrons may cause important losses of trapped electrons in the Van Allen belts (Tsurutani et al., 1975; Walt et al., 1996) . Particles of lower energy (10 to 300 kV) can be also injected into the radiation belt by substorms and magnetic storm electric fields (Chen et al., 1997; Wolf, 1997) . The losses of pa[liclcs with magnetic storms are discussed by Sheldon and Hamilton ( 1993) and Kozyra et al. (1997) .
The "loss cone" is the cone of pitch angles within which particles arc lost to the LIppcr atmosphere.
The pailicle mirror points are deep in the atmosphere and the particles thus lose their energy by collisions with atn~ospheric/ionospheric atoms and molecules and thus C1 O not return to the magnetosphere. Consequently, the magnetospheric equatorial phase space (pitch angle) distribution has signatures that looks like Figure 6a . On the other hand, the precipitating particles,
i.e., the patlicles which are scattered into the loss-cone, lose their energy to the neutral atoms and molecules. These atoms and molecules arc excited to higher energy states, and produce auroral line and band emissions as they decay. This light is the aurora borealis (Northern hemisphere) and aurora australis (Southern hemisphere) (Figure 6b ).
The size of the loss cone can be calculated by assuming constancy of the first adiabatic invariant p = E,/BO. This assumption is valid when the magnetic field changes slowly relative to the Larmor period and Larmor radius. For the dipole field shown in Figure 6b , we calculate the value below.
As previously mentioned, at the mirror point, the particle's perpendicular kinetic energy El is equal to the total kinetic energy, E,. Thus we can write p as F!l~Mi~l~~ at the mirror point. At the equator, p is equal to 131/B,,l. Equating these two values we have E-l/Bkf,r,,,r = E,/B.,l. We rearrange this as E,/E., = B#3,f,,,,,,. From previous discussions, \\,e know that El /ET=~ n~V~ /~mV2 = sin 2 UO, where et,, is the particle pitch angle at the equator. Anomaly, but this magnetic region has recently drifted inland) is a region of low magnetic field strength. In this region, the magnetic fields are weaker, and therefore the mirror points are shifted to lower altitudes. The particles which are normally just outside the loss cone will mirror deeper in the atmosphere than at other longitudes and are lost by collisions with the ionospheric/atnlospheric ato~lls/l~lolecllles. A salellite passing just above the ionosphere would see more panicle flLIx coming down (or higher radiation doses) as compared to the region outsic]e the Brazilian anomaly.
Resonant wave-particle interactions
Previously, wc showed that charged particles have a circular (cyclotron) motion about the ambient magnetic fielcl (gyronmtion) plus a translational motion along the magnetic field. When a particle senses an electromagnetic wave Doppler-shifted to its cyclotron frequency (or its harmonics), it can interact strongly with the waves. The condition for this cyclotron resonance between the waves and the panicles can be written as:
in expression (5), m and ~ are the wave frequency (taken as positive here) and wave vector, and n is an integer equal to O, t 1, t 2, . . . . The case of n = O corresponds to the I,andau resonance discussed previously. When condition (5) is satisfied, the waves and particles remain in phase, leading to energy and momentum exchange bctwccn them.
For illustrative purposes, we first describe the n = 1 (fundamental) resonance for electromagnetic waves propagating either parallel or ant i-patal lel to the magnetic fielcl clirect ion, i.e., wc take ii=kllh.
. Thus (5) simplifies to:
If the frequency of the wave and the local gymfrcqucncy of the particle are known, then the particle resonance energy can be calculated. From (6) wc have the paral IcI resonance speed,
Then, the parallel kinetic energy of resonant particles can be written as,
where Vl,~ = Olkl, is the phase speecl of the wave.
For the case in which the resonant waves arc at frequencies much less than the ion cyclotron frequency, the wave-phase speed can be approximated by the local Alfvdn speed VA = [B'/4np] "~, where p is the ambient plasma mass density in cgs units. Elliptical or linear polarizations arc combinations of these two fundamental polarizations.
The polarization of waves is defined by the scnw of rotation of the wave field with time at a fixed location. The sense is with respect to the ambient magnetic field and is independent of the direction of propagation.
In a magnetized plasma where QPC >L-, left-har~(lpolariz.ed waves can exist at frequencies up to the ion cyclotron frequency. At the high end of the frequency range, this mode is called an ion cyclotron wave. At low frequencies, this mode maps into the Alfv6n mode branch. Right-hand waves can exist up to the electron cyclotron frequency. These waves are dispersive (in this case, higher frequencies have higher phase velocities as long as @ is sufficiently bCIOW f~-. AS @ approaches Q-", the phase velocity decreases with increasing co, but the wave suffers heavy cyclotron damping and ceases to exist), and when they travel any substantial distance, the highest frequency component arrives first. I.ightning-gcncratcd electromagnetic noise traveling within plasma "ducts" (field-aligned density enhancements or depletions with Ap/p 2 5 Yo) from one hemisphere to the other through the magnetosphere, end up having a whistling sound, thus the name "whistler mode". The whistling sound starts at high frequencies and descends to lower frequencies. At low or MHD frequencies, this wave maps into the magnctosonic mode.
NorImd Resonance
The normal cyclotron resonance between waves and charged particles is pictorially shown in One plasma instability generating these waves in planetary magnetospheres is the "loss-cone instability". This instability occurs when conditions TJ/T,, >1 exist (Kennel and Pctschck, 1966 The frequency-time characteristics of chorus can be banded and structureless, having falling tones and having "rising hook" emissions. Figure 9 shows an example of two-frequency rising-tone chorus detected by OGO-5 on August 15, 1968, at L = 5.9 (for a dipole field, the L value is the distance in earth radius that the field line crosses the equatorial plane). This c~cnt had an average peak power of 9 x 10-7 (nT)2/Hz. One emission band is at -700 Ilz, the base frequency for tones rising from 700 to 1000 Hz, while a second thin band OCCUIS at -1150 Hz ancl consists of short =0. 1s duration dot-like emissions.
Chorus has been detected at all local times and at L values between the plasmapausc ancl the magnctopausc. However, it occurs predominantly between midnight and 1600 local time (LT).
Chorus occurs principally in two magnetic latitude regions, namely, the ec]uator (equatorial chorus), and at latitudes above 15° (high-latitude chorus) as shown schematically in Figure 10 .
The density of the dots indicates the regions where chorus is likely to be generated, the higher density indicating greater probability of generation. Equatorial chorus occurs primarily during
substorms whereas the high-latitude chorus often occurs during quiet periods. Many observed features of equatorial chorus can bc explained by the cyclotron resonance condition (eq. 5) between the whistler mode waves and energetic (10-to 100-keV) electrons injected by substorm electric fields. As seen from eqs. (6) - (7), for a particular frecluency wave, the lowest velocity (or resonant energy) electron will bc in cyclotron resonance at the equator where the gyrofrequency is minimum. Because the typical magnetospheric electron spectrum has more patlicles at lower energies, wave-particle interactions will be most intense at the equator, and this can lead to a rapi(i wave growth provided the energetic electrons have loss-cone distributions [Kennel and Petschek, 1966; Tsurutani and Smith 1977] .
As energetic electrons continue convecting Iiarlhward by substorm electric fields, the particle motion in the presence of m:tgnetic field gradients and the magnetic field curvature causes the electrons to drift azimuthally toward dawn. This leads to energetic electron flux enhancement and precipitation principally in the post midnight sector. I]ue to compression of the (iayside )nagnetosphere, the az,imuthally drifting electrons end up on higher L values. ~-his is the so-called drift shell splitting effect [Roederer, 1970] . This c:tn explain the chorus asymmetry near midnight and the spread in L with local time.
There is an increase in chorus activity at dawn and the dawn-to-noon sector. Enhancecl waveparticle interactions occur due to the lowering of resonant energies in the presence of increase(i ambient plasma density in those sectors. The latter effect is caused by ionospheric heating due to solar irradiation at these local times. Although energetic electrons continue to precipitate as the cloud drifts in longitude from midnight to dawn, the above effect leads to a remarkable increase in chorus intensity and electron precipitation bctwccn dawn and noon.
There is no single mechanism for the high ]atitude chorus. Some events appear to bc generated by a loss cone instability. This local gencr:ttion woLIIci occ LIr in minimum B pockets which are regions of local minimum magnetic field between 20° to 50° magnetic latitudes formed by the compression of the daysicle magnetosphere [Rocclcrcr, 1970; '1'surutani and Smith, 1977] . Some other highlatituclc c}lorus events appear to be equatorial chorus that has simply propagated to higher magnetic latitudes.
Anomalous Resonance
There is another t ypc of resonance called anomalous cyclotron resonant interactions. This is shown for the case of positive ions in Figure 11 . Positive ions interact with right-hand waves. Vcrhccst and Lakhina, 1993; Lakhina and Verhccst, 1995] , and ion pickup around comet [Ikurutani and Smith, 1986; Thornc and Tsurutani, 1987; Brinca, 1991; 'hllttltatli, 1991; Neubauer et al., 1993; Glassmcicr et al., 1993; Mazc] The same anomalous cyclotron resonant interactions occur between electrons ancl left-hand mode waves. However, since the left-hand waves are at frequencies below the ion cyclotron frequency (a value far below the electron cyclotron frequency), resonant electrons are typically relativistic @l, > 1 MeV) for this interaction to take place. Even so, it is speculated that such an instability is occurring upstream of the Jovian magnetosphere perhaps due to leakage of Jovian radiation belt electrons (Smith et al., 1976; Goldstein et al., 1985) .
The actual physical mechanism for particle pitch angle scattering due to electromagnetic waves is the Lorcntz force. This is illustrated pictorially in Figure 12 for positive ions. At cyclotron resonance, the pa~licle experiences the wave magnetic field B gyrating in phase with the pafliclc.
For ease of visualization, wc separate particle V, and Vil components. Clearly the resonant interaction of particles with arbitrary pitch angles will bc a combination of the two. In panel 12a),
we show the case when the interaction is through V,. Since a constant B is imposeci on the particle, the Lorentz force is in the ~c) direction. If the particle is propagating towards the right, the pitch angle will be decreased, and if the pa[liclc is traveling to the left, it will bc increased.
However, we have arbitrarily chosen the B to be in the upward direction in the Figure. If the relative phase between the wave and particle were shifted by 180° such that B was pointing downward, all of the results stated previously would be reversed.
Panel ( 12b) shows the particle interaction due to the pardlcl component of pa[liclc velocity. Here the Lorentz force is in a direction opposite to that of the gyromotion of the left-hand ion.
Therefore, the interaction decreases V, (Ii,) and decreases the pitch angle of the particle. lf the phase of the wave was different by 180°, such that E was directed downward, ~1, would accelerate the particle in E,, and the pitch angle would be inc[eased.
Resonant wave-patlicle interactions occur on time scales small compared to the cyclotron period, thus the first adiabatic invariant y is not conserved (it is "broken"). In the ineltial frame, the total energy of the panicle is not conserved during the wave-particle interaction, IIowcvcr, the energy of the panicle in the rest frame of the wave is conserved as shown by the following physical argument, Let us assume that during wave particle interaction a patlicle gains a quantunl of energy, AEi from a wave. Then AE = hoY2n, where (I) is the wave frequency and h is the Planck's hkll k,, constant. The gain in the parallel momentum of the particle will be nIAVll = -2=-= -AE. If (J) the energy gain is smal I compared to the total part iclc energy, then
where VP~ = oYkll in the phase velocity of the wave. integrating equation (8), we get
which shows that panicle energy in the wave frame is conserved, Equation (8) indicates that the particle energy changes, based on the sign of AV II for a given phase vclocit y (VP,, >0 taken here). Patliclcs that increase V,l through resonant interactions increase energy and absorb wave energy, and those that decrease in V,, lead to the generation of wave encrg y. The thermal background plasma which is out of resonance with the waves does not exchange energy during resonant wave particle irdcractions. In general, if one starts with a highly anisotropic pitch angle distribution (say Tl >> Tll), one excites wave growth by the loss-cone instability. The waves in turn scatter the particles and "fill" the loss-cone to further reduce the frecenergy available in the anisotropic pitch angle distribution until one gets to the stably trapped limit of Kennel and Petschck (1966) .
. For waves with electric field amplitudes, E, the particle's perpendicular kinetic energy increases or decreases depending on the phase of the wave with respect to the particle. The situation for increased El is shown in Figure. 13. Analogous arguments can be nlack for wave-paIlicle interactions due to electrostatic waves having a component ~ perpendicular to ~0, or the electric component of electromagnetic waves.
Pitch Angle Scattering
The overall patlicle pitch angle scattering rates due to electromagnetic or electrostatic waves have been defined by Kennel and Petschek (1966) , and have empirically been shown to be valid for the rate of scattering of electrons in the outer magnetosphere. Here we derive similar pitch angle scattering rates from simple physical arguments. We have tan cx = VJ /V,, and for large pitch angle particles where V1s V, we have
A(z= -AI(I I V1
(10)
The maximum change in the parallel velocity of a charged pmlicle interacting with OLIr electromagnetic wave is given by:
which with the help of (10) can be written as:
. .
The pitch angle diffusion rate is thus:
The time At is the time a particle Ak/2 out of resonance changes its phase by one radian, or At 2 /AkVll.
We now get: 
In the above expression ~cff is the effective time between wave-particle "collisions".
The maximum cross-field diffusion occLux when the particles arc scattered at a rate equal to their gyrofrequcmcies, or r~~ = CRO 1 mc (130hm diffusion). A spatial diffusion coefficient derived by Rose and Clark (1961) Similarly for electrostatic waves, we get
(19) Figure 14 shows the process of cross-field diffusion clue to resonant wave-palliclc interactions.
B() is the original guicling center magnetic field line. After pitch angle scattering, the guiding center lies on the B'. magnetic field line. The particle has "diffused" across magnetic field lines. lJsing the measured wave amplitudes observed by lSIiE 1 and 2 at the magnctopausc, Thorne and Tsurutani (1991) showed, using expressions (18) and (19), that magnctoshcath plasma can diffuse at one-tenth of the Bohm diffusion limit, This rate is adequate to account for the formation and maintenance of the magnctopausc boundary layer.
Wc have tried to give simple explanations with illustrations to explain the fundamentals of wavc- 
FIGUR1; CAPTIONS
of a group of particles interacting resonantly with waves in an Case a) corresponds to a Maxwcllian plasma. The energy gained from the waves by the slower particles is more than the energy given to the waves by the faster patlicles. Case b) corresponds to a beam-plasma system where the phase velocity of the wave is less than the beam speed VO. . Two-frequency rising tone chorus. One emission band is at -700 Hz, the base frequency for chorus rising from 700 to 100 Ilz, and a second band at --1150 llz, consisting of -0.1s duration a dotlike emissions. ]n the blown-up part of the figure, the higherfrequency dots are seen to be the high-frequency portions of the rising tones with a strong extinction in the frequency range from 1000 to 1100 H7, (-O.5L" ). Taken from Tsurutani and Smith (1974) . field model of Mead and Fairfield [ 1975] . The regions in which chorus is thought to be produced are noted by dots. Near midnight, chorus is generated close to the magnetic equator by substorm-injected electrons from (he plasmasheet. Chorus continues to be generated near the magnetic equa[or as the electrons drift around from dawn to noon. On the dayside at large L values, chorus is also generated over a much larger span of magnetic latitudes. Within 1-2 RI,, of the rnagnctopause, chorus may originate in minimum B pockets, which are local regions of minimum magnetic field strength that occLIr at high latitudes as a result of the solar wind compression of the dayside magnetosphere (taken from Tsurutani and Smith, 1979) . 
